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October 23, 2017
Executive Director for Delaware CLE Commission named to national post
Margot R. Millar named President of the Continuing Legal Education Regulators Association
Margot R. Millar, the Executive Director of the Delaware Supreme Court’s Commission on Continuing
Legal Education, has been named president of the national organization of Continuing Legal Education
Regulators Association. (CLEreg). Millar will serve as president of CLEreg for a year-long term.
Millar stated, “I consider it an honor to serve as CLEreg’s president. I have benefited greatly from my
association with CLEreg and appreciate the opportunity to give something back. I look forward to
working with the membership to address the many issues faced by CLE regulators.”
Millar, 61, a native of Merion Station, PA, moved to Delaware in 1978 and has been with the Delaware
Supreme Court for 32 years. She has been Executive Director of the CLE Commission for 11 years. Prior
to her position with the CLE Commission, Millar worked in the Delaware Supreme Court’s Office of
Disciplinary Counsel.
To remain an active member of the Delaware Bar, attorneys must obtain a certain number of continuing
legal education (CLE) credits every year, and the Delaware CLE Commission reviews and determines
eligible CLE credit for the courses and events that offer CLE credit, as well as overseeing and regulating
attorney compliance with the CLE rules. CLEreg is the national organization of CLE regulators across the
country and has been in existence for over 30 years. Its membership is currently made up of regulators
and administrative staff from the 49 jurisdictions that have mandatory continuing legal education,
including Puerto Rico and two Canadian provinces.
In her position as president of CLEreg, Millar will oversee CLEreg’s Executive Committee, help set
national policy for the organization, work with the leadership from Association for Continuing Legal
Education or ACLEA (the national CLE provider organization) and be responsible for the planning and
operation of CLEreg’s summer and winter conferences.
“Margot is a great asset to the Delaware Supreme Court and her selection as president of this national
organization reflects well on Delaware, showing Margot’s peers in the CLE community have the same
high opinion of her work as we have here in Delaware,” said Delaware Supreme Court Administrator
William Montgomery.
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